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0. Introduction
It all started back in 1995. We were giving end-user trainings for a customer, and then someone asked us
to develop an application in MS Access. We did the job, and liked MS Access that much that we choose it
as our primary development tool.
Since then, our main business is the development of MS Access applications. If required we use MS SQL
Server as the back-end of the application. If an interface with a dll is required, or if there are intensive
calculations, we use PowerBasic.
We prefer fixed price projects, but it is also possible to have an MS Access programmer for the duration
of a project in your company.
We are working both in Belgium and Luxemburg.
Our prices are reasonable, our quality is excellent. We have satisfied clients.
Other services of AtomiSoft are:
Training MS Access Programming
Training MS Access End user
MS Access manuals
Rental of fully equipped ICT Trainingrooms/meetingrooms
RISK, www.AtomiRisk.be, an ‘off-the-shelf’application to
manage the 'Globaal preventieplan'
Pesten op het werk, www.AtomiRisk.be, an ‘off-the-shelf’ application to perform the analysis
‘Pesten, ongewenst seksueel gedrag en geweld op het werk’
BatiExcel
A management program for small and medium sized companies in the Belgian construction
sector.
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1. Fixed price projects
We see ourselves as MS Access professionals, we aren't expensive consultants.
We prefer to work on fixed price projects. Together with the customer we make a price offer for his
project. This document describes the functionality of the program with drawings and text, it contains the
delivery date and the price of the project. When the customer accepts our proposal, the project is
developed either in our office in Brussels or on the premises of the customer. All price offers are free.
We are proud of the projects we have realized for our customers!
For more information call 02/478.48.88
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2. MS Access contractors
It is also possible to have an experienced MS Access programmer in your company for the duration of a
project. We accept jobs in Belgium and in Luxemburg.
Our developers are experienced with projects in:
MS Access
MS Access/MS SQL Server
MS Access + PowerBasic
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3. MS Access Training
You want to learn to work with MS Access yourself? Learn it from the MS Access professionals!
We have both end-user and programming trainings.
MS Access End user trainings
There are two levels: 'Beginners' and 'Advanced'. Both trainings can be organized in Dutch, French and
English.
MS Access Programming
There are two levels available.
-For software developers
For developers experienced with another development tool, eg. VB or C, and with a basic knowledge of
MS Access
-For Power Users
For users with a good working experience of MS Access, but without programming experience.
You will find more information about our courses on our website. For price information call
02/478.48.88.
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4. Trainingroom rental
Do you need a fully equipped ICT trainingroom for a trainingsession or a productdemonstration?
Our trainingroom, plus coffeeroom, can be rented on a daily basis. Its interior is suited ideally for a
training or a productdemonstration.
Our prices are competive, call 02/478.48.88, or email to info@atomisoft.be
The following is always included in the price:
8 or 10 PC's for the participants
1 PC for the trainer/moderator
Sandwichlunch for all the participants
Coffee and softdrinks
VGA multiplier for the trainer
Plenty of free parking space in the neighbourhood
ADSL internet access in the coffeeroom
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5. Meetingroom rental
Are you looking for an affordable meetingroom for your management or language trainings? Do want to
have a business meeting with a customer in a stylish environment?
Our meetingroom, can be rented on a daily basis.
Our prices are competive, call 02/478.48.88, or email to info@atomisoft.be
The following is always included in the price:
Rental of the meetingroom
LCD projector (2000 Ansi Lumen) + PC
Flipchart
Sandwichlunch for all the participants
Coffee and softdrinks
ADSL-internet access
Plenty of free parking space in the neighbourhood
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6. Software for the HR manager and the Prevention officer
6.1 RISK
An application to manage the security risks of companies and to compose its 'globaal preventieplan'.
It also allows the user to compose 'werkpostfiches' for temporary staff.
The application is very easy to use. It has two examples, 'garage' and 'office' which makes it easy to
compose your own 'globaal preventieplan'.
It costs 499 Euro/licence excl. VAT. For more information, consult www.AtomiRisk.be.
6.2 STOP Pesten op het werk
An application to perform the analysis ‘Pesten, ongewenst seksueel gedrag en geweld op het werk’.
It costs 649 Euro excl. VAT. For more information, consult www.AtomiRisk.be.
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7. Software for the construction sector: BatiExcel
A management program for small and medium sized companies in the Belgian construction sector. It
allows them to create priceoffers, to manage their clients and prospects, to create invoices, to create
orderforms, etc... It contains the knowledge base ‘BatiNorm’. For more information: www.BatiExcel.be
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8. Trainingmanuals
We have trainingmanuals for MS Windows, MS Word, MS PowerPoint, MS Excel and MS Access. All
manuals are in English and available in two levels. They are the same manuals we use for our MicroSoft
End User Training.
You can buy them for yourself, for your own trainingsessions, for an in-company trainingproject, ...
Volumediscounts are available from 10 copies.
For price information, call 02/478.48.88, or email to info@atomisoft.be
If you are located outside Belgium, we will ship the order to you with DHL
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9. References
Banks
BBL and KB Lux
Telecommunication
A 'real time vehicle positioning' application
Farmaceutical sector
Eli Lilly, Alcon and Astra Zeneca
Construction
ETEX, CDB, ...
AtomiRisk: Risk
An 'off-the-shelf' application to manage the 'globaal preventieplan' of a company.
AtomiRisk: Pesten op het werk
To perform the riskanalysis 'Pesten, ongewenst seksueel gedrag en geweld op het werk'.
BatiExcel
A management program for small and medium sized companies in the Belgian construction sector.
Others...
Standaard Boekhandel, Proctor & Gamble, Crown Cork, DHL, ...
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10. Contact and legal information
Contact
AtomiSoft bvba
Sint-Lambertusplein 6
1020 Brussel
Tel. 02/478.48.88
Fax. 02/478.71.88
Email. info@AtomiSoft.be
URL. www.AtomiSoft.be
Legal
VAT: BE 461.228.763
HR Brussel 616.008
Bank: BBL 335-0518595-79
Manager: ir. Frans Truyens, FransTruyens@AtomiSoft.be
Trainingroom and meetingroom rental
If you rent our trainingroom or meetingroom, we cannot be held liable for any damage or theft of
material, damage of material caused by fire or any personal injury of one of your employees. If you want
an insurance against those risks, you have to take an insurance yourself.
Copyright
If you want a copy of a picture on our website or a copy of a roadmap, feel free to download them from
our website. You are allowed to use them, in a positive context, in your brochures and on your website.
Invoices
All our invoices are due in 30 days.
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